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Interview· Alternatives

Loyola Law School

M

Job Trends For The
American Woman Lawyer

by Kemp Richardson
center of your activity. There
The year is new, and the on are many resources in the ofcampus interviewing program fice which can invaluable in a
is over. The high achievers will job search. One such resource
by Sherrill Kushner
have gotten their job offers is the. collection of printed
"While the size of the nafrom the megafirms and will ....materials related to job hunt- tion's legal profession' has
live happily ever after. For the ing that are kept in the center.
doubled in the past decade, the
remaining 80% of the students Included in this are the job number of lawyers who are
here, those who are mere listing binders with which most
women has increased more
mortals, the outlook is con- students are familiar, and sev- than sevenfold," notes lawyersiderably less certain. We'll eral less familiar binders.
sociologist Donna Fossum in a
actually have to go out and look These contain information con- recent. ABA Journal article,
for jobs. There is a definite c ern i rrg
in t ern s hip s , "Women in the Law." She prelack of awareness on the part clerkships,
pro bono Work dicts it will be a long time
of many students regarding available, non-legal positions,
before women achieve the
how to land a job, and this and fellowships.
equality to reflect their growarticle
will explore. some
The Career Planning center
ing presence, but adds that the
possibilities. First, it will pres- also has numerous books and time grows closer.
ent some general consider-pamphlets
which examine variA survey conducted by the
ations relating to job-hunting, ous aspects of the job search. '"ABA Journal revealed that
and then it will discuss several Such niceties as interviewing
there is still a scarcity of
specific alternatives.
skills, resume preparation, and women partners in major law
Before one actually starts
market-targeting are covered
firms and in Judgeships,
out performing the mechanics in these materials. They can be partially attributable to the
of job hunting, one should start of great help in attempting to , fact that women haven't yet
out by doing a bit of 'soul- find employment.
acquired the necessary "exsearching. You need to ask
Other facilities and pro- perience" and "seasoning."
yourself
some questions.
grams offered by the Career
Beverly Blair Cook, in a recent
Where do you want to work? office include seminars in variarticle appearing in Trial
What type of law do you want ous aspects of job hunting, in- magazine, reports that "The
to practice? Where do you want formation on government em- proportion of judges correlates
to live? What sort ofconditions ployment, two professional ca- with the proportion of women
do you want to work in? These reer counselors, and infor- in practice about 20 years
are questions which many stu- mation about various firms.
earlier; and the proportion of
dents often do not really think
Bill McGeary, Assistant Di- women in practice. has. rethrough, and it is because of rector of the Career Plannina
mainad of tIlk...t;.~.h:~~il
the
tnese unasked questions that Office, stresses that someone
recent explosion of women stuthere is so much lateral move- interested in finding a job dents in the law schools. The
ment in the legal profession. Of should not put it off until the
full effect of large numbers of
course, economic realities may end. Sending out hundreds of women lawyers upon the sex
force you to take what you can resumes upon graduation can
composition of the bench will
get, .but doing this blindly can and has worked, but it is much
not be evident until the year
lead to dissatisfaction.
more effective to go about your
2000 or later." The paucity of
For those attempting to find job hunt in a methodical manlaw firm partners is borne out
a job, the Career Planning and nero The Career office can as- by reviewing the NALP (NaPlacement Office should be the
(Continued on page 2)
tional Association For Placement, Inc.) forms located in
Loyola's Career Planning and
Placement Center. The forms
provide a concise description
by Jennifer Martyn
with a file from its conception of approximately 70 law firms,
Do you ever find that Satur- to its conclusion, or at least mostly "Los Angeles-based,
.day night feels like Monday well into the discovery phase . which' are interviewing
on
night? Have you ever noticed Thus, a clerk is able to watch campus. As of February 1,
that your phone doesn't ring as the progression of the case and 1983, there were 3,246 male
much anymore? Do you ever gain a better understanding of partners in these firms and onpick up the newspaper and drop how and why various forms are ly 240 female partners or 6.9%
it because you don't feel like used. Consequently, at the end of the total. The figures are
reading anymore? If so, maybe of six months or a year a stu- considerably lower if the 1800
it is time to add some diversity dent is more able to make an senior attorneys, male and
to your life by getting a job.
informed
decision
as to female, employed by the U.S.
For all you students who -whether he wishes to practice
Army are eliminated. Then
can't decide whether to work in that particular field. In fact women constitute only 4.6% ofduring school, there is good many law firms only hire from the total number of partners in
news; a lot can be gained from their clerk program, so work- . these firms. In comparison, the
working after summer ends. ing during school may ease the number of female associates
And, despite rumors to the con- burden of finding that first job dramatically improves. There
trary, a job is not a ticket out of as an attorney.
are 2,394 male associates and
school.
More importantly,
work 659 women who comprise
Besides paying the bills (like adds a human element to law 27.5% of the total. The number
rent and tuition) and bolstering
school; it helps a student main- of females represented in the
the resume, there are practical
tain a perspective in life among total of summer associates is
advantages to retaining your the mounds of case books and an impressive
32% (249
job once the school year re- notes that inevitably clutter a females to 529males) dropping
sumes. As you all know, the law student's
home. Work to 26.7% if the army summer
legal profession is one of end- provides an opportunity to associates are not taken into
less forms and tons of papermeet people from other law account
work. Thus, the longer you schools and to make friendThese figures are similarly
work, the more paper con- ships outside of your section. echoed in a recent survey of 86
fronted and the more ex- This is especially important
local law firms having more
perience gained. Additionally,
after your first year when it than 20 attorneys on staff. The
summer jobs often prescribe
suddenly dawns on you that you survey results appeared in a
work in a vacuum. In legal
no longer know the phone recent issue of L.A, Lawyer
time, three months is hardly
number of your best friend magazine in detail, - and were
enough time to understand the
from college, and you realize summarized in the November
"system." While it is arguable
that you can't even sit down for 9th edition of the Los Angeles
that a lifetime is still not a quiet night of TV without Times. This survey revealed
enough time to grasp the in- listing the elements of the that the largest -and most intricacies of the legal pro- crimes set out in T.J. Hooker. fluential firms here have only
fession,
a continuing
job
Work also does wonders for 4% female partners and 25% in
enables the student to work
(Continued on page 3)
associate positions.
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How much of the 20-point
spread between the percentage
of female partners and female
associates can be attributed to
sex discrimination or the relatively recent influx of younger females into starting positions is difficult to ascertain.
But as time goes on, law firms
will not be able to hide behind

ditionally
male-dominated
areas of the law. Currently,
however, 70% of all women are
salaried employees of law
firms, businesses or government, compared with 60% of
men who are self-employed as
partners in law firms or as sole
practitioners. This discrepancy
may be due, in part, to the fact

the excuse that women are not
present in the pool of associates
from which
to
promote, particularly as more
and more women graduate
from law school. In 19fiO,3.8%
of the law school student
population was female. In 1970,
it went to 8.6% and a decade

that women. have not been as
successful as men at generat. ing business, thus impairing
their promotions or precluding
them from solo practice
altogether.
According to Beverly Cook's
information, however, women
tend to follow the path. of least

ater,

exploded

to 33.&%. In-

1982, 35% of all students were
female. Currently at Loyola,
the classes are approximately
50%-50%.
What kind of salaries are
female lawyers earning and
what kind of law practices are
they engaged in? According to
the ABA survey which randomly sampled approximately 400
female attorneys (3/5 of whom
were under age, 35), the median
personal income was $33,000.
This figure reflects their relative lack of experience. The
men, on the other hand, onethird of whom were over 45,
had a median income of
$53,000. The areas of law in
which most women practiced
most predominantly, according
to the survey, were family law,
litigation, real estate, criminal
law and corporate law. For
men, real estate was the leading area of practice, followed
by litigation, corporate law and
criminal law. The survey also
determined specific kinds of
tasks women and men were
performing on the job. Women
were more likely to write
pleadings, motions and briefs;
prepare cases in litigation;
perform research, and make
court appearances while the
men were more involved in
management activities as well
as preparation for litigation
with less involvement in document drafting.
Bill McGeary of Loyola's Career Planning and Placement
Center believes that women
are no longer satisfied with
practicing in the traditional
areas of the law: Rather, when
the male-dominated firms are
unwilling to accommodate this,
he observes that some women
strike out on their own and go
into practice for themselves.
He foresees more women in
solo practice if they are continually denied work in the tra-

redistimce

-in :;;electing their .........
---""""

first positions and enter the
areas considered appropriate
for women in the past -areas
that do not provide litigation
experience. She notes 'a recent
study of female law students
showing that almost one-half of
the women expected to join a
government bureau while very
few men chose that option. In
addition, more women (78%)
than men (59%) "were not
fashioning their careers to
meet the requirements
for
judgeships."
Nor were the
women students as interested
as the men in politics.
In the ABA survey both men
and women agreed that men
have a greater number of opportunities than women in the
job market.
However, attorneys and judges agreed that
.women's inferior status is due
to structural barriers rather
than personal
incapacities
evidenced by the fact that in
law school women were more
likely to graduate with honors
than men. Twenty-five percent
of the women and 18% of the
men finished in the top 10% of
their classes.
When male and female students with equally good paper
credentials are interviewing on
campus, reports Bill McGeary,
the women sometimes lose out
to the men because they appear
too passive in their interviews
and fail to project an image of
confidence and competence.
He feels women will have to
learn to be more "aggressive"
in order to convince interviewers that they can step in
and deal with clients, can generate new clients and not be
intimidated in the courtroom.
He believes that the big law
firms are more patient with
women associates, allowing
them to develop these traits.
McGeary encourages female
(Continued on page Z)
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Crealing A Dedicaled- Bar
/ by Michael S. Lebovitz

The attorney in our society serves a fundamental purpose.
That purpose is to assist, in a variety of methods, in the anticipation and resolution of problems. The role of a law school then
is critical. The law school must.train the student's mind to create,
analyze, and develop new ideas ..
However, the existing law school format does not enable the
school to fulfill that role. The format does not create students
who are dedicated to the problem-solving role 0 the profession. It is not geared toward optimizing the student's creative, .
analytical, and developmental skills.
Rather, the existing format creates students who are dedicated only to finding a job. It creates a flock of attorneys anxious
only to find their financially secure niche in the profession. It
creates the need for a newspaper such as this to feature articles
on finding a job, emphasizing that as critical. Finally,it separates
the student from his or her identity, replacing the latter with
a numerical ranking of his or her first year grades.
To remedy this, I propose. that the existing three. year law
school format be replaced with a five year format, composed
in the following fashion. The first, third, and fifth years of the .
new format would be the equivalent of the existing three year
program respectively. The second and fourth years would be
comprised of three to four extensive clinical programs, similar
in concept to the residency programs for medical students."
While unique, this format offers significant benefits to our
society. First of all, it will make law students truly attorney
trainees rather than campaignersfor a job. It will enable more
people to develop their problem solving skills in a greater number of areas. It would encourage the broadening of one's talent,
rather than the compartmentalization of it.
Presently, a law school graduate gets pushed into aparticular area because that is where the job is. The result is that many
attorneys are mismatched with their particular problem solving
ability. In a broader sense.the attorney is being wasted because
slhe is not maximizing his or her creative ability. However, with
three to four extensive clinical programs, the student will be
exposed to a greater number of problems and exhibit a greater
amount of creative development. The result will ultimately be
the creation, analysis, and developm-ent of a greater number
of ideas - ideas being the true benefit of.the legal profession.
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Wome.n -----(Continued

from page 1)

students at Loyola to come to
the Placement Center for an
The new format has the obvious advantage of breeding prac- evaluation of their intertical training right into law school. Just as residency refines viewing prowess and for asmedical student's skills, so too will legal residencies cultivate sistance in learning howto project that assertive demeanor
the young attorney.
Also, the new format would create a much more dedicated he feels is crucial to success in
group of attorneys. With a five year commitment, law school the job search.
"Women who. Have the rewould be more demanding and rigorous. Consequently, those
quisite grades have a built-in
who are willing to put in the effort will have met a stronger advantage," claims McGeary.
test, emerging more diligent. We must always remember that it "Law firms are interested in
is, in fact, diligence that measures the dedication of an attorney hiring women because it is
to the profession, not numerical success. A dedicated attorney good for their image politically
is a more ethical and loyal attorney and a more capable prob- and because women help accommodate the multi-faceted
lem solver. .
Finally,the new format would relieve the pressure of grades. clientele being served by these
firms. Many of the clients
With a five year program, there will be less focus on first-year prefer to have women repgrades because law school will become more clinical. With a resent them, feeling they are
five year program, students would not become job campaigners .' more gentile, more diplomatic
after their first year. The riew format would force them to and more empathetic than
analyze their own needs and desires rather than those of the some men." His optimism
though, diminishes with rejob market.
The market for regal services as well as the job market will spect to women being voted in
as partners. He feels that
respond to the new format. With a more capable, motivated, women
still have to show a
and prepared gfoup of problem solvers, the "five-year attorneys" greater degree of success than
will be in demand.
men in order to join the part.The cost to 'implement this format can be met in a number nership ranks.
_The long-established "old
of ways. The easiest would seem to be by subsidizing the format 'through state bar dues. Also, law schools and law firms boy" network and exclusion
could also subsidize it as well. Additionally, the cost would be from prestigious social clubs,
both 0 which provide business
paid by tax savings resulting from the law students doing judi- contacts
and comraderie
cial clerks hips, legal aid work, and government service during within the profession, is only
school. The market willcompensate for this cost through higher recently seeing a parallel for·
demand for the more capable attorneys.
women. Historically, general
Lawschool is currently producing much more stifled,myopic, bar associations were in-money-grubbing attorneys than people who are dedicated to hospitable to female memberthe profession's problem solving role. Law school is the blame ships so women lawyers forfor the existing job situation because it is not training its med their own -associations.
The. newly established
graduates correctly. A format must be developed where students women's bars are a result of
learn how toanticipal:e and resolve problems. Law school must the assertiveness of recent
create people who are committed to the practice, and who 'have graduates who were disa broad practical education so they can put their creative skills satisfied with their failure to
(Continued on page 3)
to their greatest use.

dQ b A Ite r n at ive s --~~--:~--D-a-i""'lY-·"';J-ou""!rn~al"':':,
r,q'-h-e-A-m-e-ri~ca-n~:-p-ub-l-ic--e-n-t-it"';'ie-s-s-u-Ch-as-ut-U-it-ie-s--in-g-a-j-o
....
b-,-ac-c-o-rd-i":"ng-t-o
-m"'!'-an-y(Continued from page 1)

sist a student in "formulating
and implementing a Job search
program. A job search will
consist of an assessment of the

student's goals, and also an assessment of the job market.. In
assessing the job market, various materials can prove helpful. Such publications as the

and The National Law do interview on campus, but who havefound jobs, is making
all provide insight into for the most part the job seeker yourself employable; that is,
what is- happening in the job must go to them. The Career making yourself 'someone that
market. Local Bar associations Planning Officecarries several would be worth.hiring. This in-also can be helpful. These directories relating to gov- volves more than goingto class
sources supply information .on ernmental legal positions, an and studying all day and night.
market trends as well as indi- example being Washington
Except for the high-powered
vidual job openings, so a stu- Want Ads. There is information firms, grades are not condent can target himself accord- available regarding federal, sidered nearly as important in
ingly.state;
and local agencies that the outside world as they are in
- In a job search a student .hire lawyers. The nature of the school environment. This
must disseminate himself. The- government work can be at- was the consensus of several
usual method of mailing out tractive; there is good job se- speakers at a recent forum
resumes is certainly something curity and you don't generally - given 6y the Career Planning
that should-be done, but per- get stuck with 65 hour work Office concerning job hunting.
sonal contacts should be cul- weeks. Unfortunately, the hir- For those who find jobs
tivated as well. A student . ing situation tends to grind to a through means other than on
should try to get his name halt in a recession even more campus interviewing, the
kn~wnby as m~ny people i~ the. than in the private sector, and : speakers agreed, grades are
legal community as possible,
prospects in government work not as extremely important to
Fellow students, professors, have been limited for several employers. What is important
attorneys, employers, and the years.
is experience. The best way to
like can be wonderful sources - Another area which a job get experience is to work
- of information' regarding jobs, - hunter can investigate is the somewhere as a law clerk, but
and if you can get an interview field of corporate counsel. The for those who can't find clerkthrough a personal recommen- Career Planning office keeps ing jobs all is not lost. There
dation your chances of success . several references listing cor- are great opportunities to be
are much greater. In making porate counsel positions both found in the clinical program
contacts, obviously, you have across the nation and locally. here at Loyola.The experience
to do some hustling, but that is The Directory of Corporate
you can get in the clinical propart of the game.
Counsel is one such reference.
gram can sometimes exceed
These are the general con- Some larger corporations in- that whichyoucan get in clerksiderations one must keep in . terview on campus, but most ing,:and for those who haven't
mind when .looking for legal do not.
gotten clerking jobs, consider a
work. The remainder of this
The nature of corporate
clinic.
article will discuss several practice differs in some realternatives to the better- spects from private firms. The
Clinics are not the only
known on campus interview_ work tends to be less varied places to get experience. As
program.
and is more compartrnenstated before, the Career PlanProbably the most common talized. Salary is sometimes ning Office maintains -binders
alternative to on campus inter- commensurate with private . filled with pro bono and public
viewing used by students at practice, but sometimes is Jnterest positions. These are
Loyola is the job listing lower. The main advantages generally low- or nonpaying
binders. The Career Planning are good job security (usually) positions concernedwith public
Office keeps binders filled with and a 40 hour - work week interest fields. The lack of pay
openingsat various firms, both (usually).
is a tradeoff for the experience
for attorney and law clerk posiFor those seeking clerking which can payoff later. These,
tions. The firms that list in positions, and for those fresh in addition to clinics, are the
these binders tend to be out of school, corporate coun- best ways of getting experierice
smaller than those who do on- sel is a tough road to hoe. Cor- outside of actual clerking jobs.
campus interviewing.
porations usually don't have
Government work is another the inclination to train raw re- It is urged that the reader
area which a student can cruits, and generally demand check further with the Career
pursue. Some government em- . some experience.
Planning Officeand see what it
ployers, including some quasiOf great importance in find- can do for you.
Lawyer,
Journal
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Strategie·s For Job Seekers

Law Schoo/
Culture.

by the Career Planning Office
firm and Chris left his previous ly, friends, acquaintances and
Carol is a second year day position with Hughes Aircraft members of social, civic and
student clerking with a ten at- to take the job.
religious organizations.
torney general practice firm in
These .success stories are
Once information has been
Century City. Following a first
based on real-life experiences
gathered about the employyear orientation pro~am ex- of current Loyola students. ment market and a certain
By Robert Benson
plaining Career Planning- and Each of the above students focus developed, potential emProfessor of La w,
Placement
resources
and
found a jobthrough different ployers .must be targeted and
Loyola Law School
services,
she sought promeans and each feels.their em- approached on a priority basis.
Stress reduction workshops.
fessional career counseling and ployment situation meets all The job search is facilitated by Personal counseling services.
developed a resume and a gen- criteria for satisfaction.
the individual's unique marketSigns of hope, ordesl>air? What
eral understanding-of the.legalSatisfactory
employment is ing tools -- the resume, person- .do they tell us about ourselves?
employment market. She ac- the culmination of a well ally constructed cover letters'
The anthropologist Edward
quainted herself with the stu- planned' and organized job . and well-honed interviewing
Hall (Beyond Culture, The Hiddent employment listing books search. The job search should techniques. A successful marden .Dimension,
The Silent
and after drafting some speci- begin with a thorough self keting campaign is enhanced if Language) would see them as
fic cover letters which dis- analysis, initiated with an as- .individuals with the power to signs that we are reaching for
played 'an understanding Of the sessment of values, expecta- influence the hiring process
the pills of symptomatic relief
employers' practice and needs,
tions, skills, strengths
and are identified before resumes
while remaining ignorant of
responded to several listings
weaknesses, and should also in- and cover letters are sent.
the underlying cultural disfor summer law clerks. She elude a determination of indiStudents should also gather
ease.
received an invitation to inter- vidual goals. The next step is to information through the variAsk yourselves, he would
view with the small' Century research the legal employment
ous resources discussed above . urge,how you have managed to
City firm and prepared by market and to make use of the on the current areas of growth
take bright students, expose
going through a mock inter- resources which will provide within the legal profession. Ac- them to an exciting, important
view with a Career Planning
information for evaluation and cording to L. Wayne Green~ aspect of society like law, yet
and Placement Center counsel- for the decision-making pro- berg, Assistant Dean at Tulane tum some of them into neuor. The interview was success- cess. Many resources
are Law School and past president
rotics, others into sociopaths
ful and following full-time sum- available through the Loyola of the National Association of (the description by one Loyola
mer work she is working partLaw School Career Planning Law Placement
(NALP),
studentof his peers), and many
time this fall.
'
and Placement Center, which prime growth areas in the legal into shallow automatons.
Robert is a third year day provides individual and group employment market -include
The learning drive, says
student clerking with a one. career counseling and advice tax, estate
and probate,
Hall, is as powerful a natural
hundred attorney corporate
on such matters as self-mar- bankruptcy, securities, avia- force as the sexual drive. Yet
firm in downtown- Los Angeles keting strategies
and job tion tort, personal injury, prod- somehow we have transformed
which has seven specialty de- search techniques. The Center uct liability, worker'S com- the drive to learn one of the
partments. During the summer
also collects current employ- pensation, health care, en- most rewarding of all human"
following his. first .year he at- . ment market information and . vironmental, real estate and activities, "into.a painful, bortended the Summer Workshop lists 'specific job openings. family law.
ing, dull, fragmenting, soulSeries developed by the Career
Other market-mformation can
Loyo las
Employment
shriveling experience." We are
Planning
and Placement
be obtained from various print- Survey of the Class of 1982 . in "the grip of unconscious culCenter which covered the ed resources, including legal shows that of those who passed ture" that causes us to do this,
topics of the legal job search,
newspapers, journals, period- the Bar and responded, 75% and we will not be free until we
resume and cover letter con- icals and books, many of which are in private practice' firms,
uncover those cultural forces.
struction
and interviewing
are kept in the Center's
primarily of small to medium
, At Loyola, like most law
techniques.
With plans to library.
.
size. Others found employment
schools the unconscious culparticipate in the Fall On-Cain- The greatest source of infor- in a variety of settings, inelud- tural c~uses of our despair are
pus Interview program, Robert
mation on the legal employ- ing government at the federal, not really difficult to bring 1:0
attended the OCI -information. -ment market for both general state and local levels; various' the surface. Any list would insessions requested individual trends and specific openings corporate legal departments:
elude the following.
career guidance and counseling continues to be the personal federal and state judicial
• Grade Competition:
and secured the necessary
contacts developed by the job clerkships; and law school
The job market rewards the
materials regarding OCI rules,
seeker. Contacts may be de- teaching.
.
highest-ranked students. Law
guidelines and calendar. Rob- veloped in a variety of ways:'
The Career Planning and school culture supports this
ert submitted 35 resumes for through law school peers, fac- Placement Center is develop- market dictate with a venconsideration and received 12 ulty, administrators and alum- ing a number _()f.worksHop~ and geance: Exams administered
interviews resulting in 4 call ni; through
business
as- panel p~esen~tIon~ for winter with militaristic security, comback interviews and one offer.
sociates including past and and sprmg, including a Legal puter printouts of rankings deAfter clerking full-time during present 'employers, employees Careers Seminar in Janual!"
termined
by deCimals,
the summer Robert was of~ and co-workers; and'through
Students are urged to attend m scholarships and other intrafered a permanent position .contact with professionals such order to develop an aware~ess
cultural rewards based on
with the firm upon graduation.
as bankers, accountants and of the employment optIons rankings.
fecChris IS a third year evening
family attorneys. Social rela- available and the most
The solution probaBly is to
student working full-time for a tionships may also provide con- tive means to achieve theIr ea- abolish or weaken the grading
business litigation firm of thirtact information through fami- reer goals.
and eranking system; replace
ty attorneys in downtown Los
it with something like a pass/
Angeles. He was unaware of
fail/hcmors system combined
the'specific
career developwith files of subjective evaluament programs
and infor(Continued from page ~)
time for family and friends. tions of. each student's work.
mation available through the .your confidence. The law re- And as the night students will Prospective employers should
Career Planning and Placequires that a law clerk be verify, classes seem much be told the truth: The present
ment Center. The restrictions
supervised by a licensed at- longer after working all day-. grading and ranking system is
of full-time work and an eveThe decision to work while inescapably' arbitrary, makes
torney. (Citation omitted.) As
ning class schedule forced
attending school requires a distinctions that social science
a result, the work environment
Chris to work hard at ,developpromotes interaction with at- balancing of one's priorities, does not accept as statistically
ing a network of contacts in the
torneys and other law clerks. and is obviously a personal significant and conflicts with
academic, business and social
Interaction
lends itself to choice. For some, a job may Loyola's ~d the employers'
areas of his life and to utilize
praise and constructive ~rit~- require cOI!1promising their ethical duty to treat st,!dents
this network to disseminate his
.
cism. Moreover, there IS a education, while for others it fairly.
marketability
to employers,
• Amorality As the Ideal:
sense of accomplishment and may enhance their three years
and gather information on IeSince even the bad guys are
gratification present in work- spent in law school.
'gal market areas. A former
entitled to effective represening each day that is missing
business associate set up an
tation law students must be
when you have to wait 16 weeks
interview with the hiring parttaught the ability to suspend
for a grade. And last but not
ner at the business litigation
personal values. There is a
least, there is a feeling of satisgood deal of benefit to society
faction knowing that you are (Continued from page 2)
doing something for· someone be recognized by male bar in this, but the danger is that
values
can become
perleaders.
else.
In the Los Angeles area man e n t 1y sus pen d e d.'
Despite the rewards, there
.
,
are definite disadvantages to there are several active proin
retaining your job throughout . fessional women'S organizaschool. The most obvious draw- tions that provide, among other
networking
opback is that work cuts back on things,
study time. While this doesn't -portunities for women lawyers. Women Lawyers
• Or.ange County Women
necessarily require a student Their activities are oten noted
in the Daily Journal. They have Lawyers
to cutback on his productivity,
• Long Beach Women Lawit does mandate a certain sense been founded on the basis of
geographic location or special yers
of discipline and organization.
• Westside Women Lawyers
Similarly, working depletes the interest and ma,n¥ accept stu• California Women Lawyers
. hours in which a student is dent membersHips. They in(statewide)
available to partake in extra- clude:
• Women Lawyers Associa• Black Women Lawyers
curricular activities. Although
• Women Entertainment
Loyola has an excellent clin~c~l tion of Los Angeles (with
Foreign LaV' Programs
program, it is difficult to fIt It subsets for Trial Women Law- Lawyers Association
Uni •. 01 San Diego School 01 Law
in while working 20 hours a yers and Corporate Lawyers)
• National Association of
g
~=:Alca=la,:p:ar:k,
:sa:n:D:ie: o:C:A:9:21:1
o=:::!J
week. Work also means less
• ,Sa~ rer~ando
Valley Women Judges
,c.

:-t

SUMMER
LA'~ STUDY
Dublin
London
Mexico City
Oxford
Paris
Russia-Poland
San Diego

,

• '!I

Professors,'
casebooks,
Soc rat i c met hod,
the
adversary system, and the fact
that tlie law never provides ultimate answers itself, all combine to teach that amorality is
the ideal. The result is moral
numbness as in Camus' The
Stranger, or else a "hired gun"
or "prostitute" mentality, and
consequent loss of self-respect.
The solution seems to call
for an end to moral unemployment
in the classroom,
changes in teaching methods
and books, recognition of the
costs of the adversary system,
and emphasis that suspension
of personal values is only one,
not the, ideal of the law.
• Academic Myopia:
Legal education is more concerned with training drawers
of water and hewers of wood
than in turning out thinkers or
policy-makers, and to the .extent it considers thinking or
policy at all it does. so with
intellectual blinders. It knows
little and cares less about his"tory, philosophy, anthropology,
so c iolo g y , .literature,
linguistics, s~Ience, or ~y
other a~ade~mc department in
the .umversIty, wIth. the occ a s iqn a l . ex~eptIon
of
econorrucs. Mainstream law
rejects not onl~ the substance
but the methods of all these.
other ~ields,. in favor "of a
pretentious thing called legal
thinking" that turns out to.be a
shallow ~rand of sophistry
wrapped m .a sec!,et language
to keep outsiders ,10 awe.
.Some:law st~den~s soon realize this ~nd lose intellectual
respect for t~e law. Others ~re
confused by It, but 'keep qUIet.
because It pays so well.
Th~ solution lies in. taking
,the ~l~nders off the currIc':llu~,
realizing that our provmc~al
Knowled~e h.as m~de us stupId,
a~d bUlldmg I~telle.ctual
brIdges to other fIelds m the
classroom.'
• Money As T~e Goal:
The ca~alog gIves the aver~
ag~ salarIes of the last graduatm~ cla~s, but not tfie number
of lIbertIes defended, reforms
won, people helped. The placemeni center
plays eag~r
matchm~ker fo~ students m
wool. SUItS woomg cor_por~te
law fIrms. The.classroom wm<;lowframes ~ VIewof a poverty
tenement whtch abuts the parking l?t with Me!,c:edes'.
ASIde from gIvmg space to a
publi~ interest firm for ~he
handIcapl?~d, and sponsormg
s?I!le polItIcal forums, the offIcIal culture of the School
predominantly
supports the
view that mon~y is the ultimate goal. The law degree
~sn't seen as a-license fo: s~~ial
Impro~ement, but as a lIfetII!le
~eal-tIcket for g~urmet· ~mmg. You are materIally'enrIched but humanely cheapened.
The solution liesi~ balancing
the symbols and actIOns of the
official culture. Some ideas:
Required pro bono publico
.work by faculty and students;
courses requiring' social reform projects; externships in
public interest oganizations;
exchange programs with law
schools in Latin America,
Africa, Asia; permanent institutes on law and religion,
law and ethics, the judging process, dispute resolution; and an
official good neighbor policy
relating Loyola to its human,
urban and cultural environment.
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A E TIO
IA
ALLCALIFOR
LA 'STUDE TS
GET THE JUMP ON
lAWSCHOOl EXAMPREPARATION
. BAR/BRI, the nations largest law school preparatory course, will
continue to offer its First Year Review Program and law school
testing aids free of. charge to all persons making a $50 -down
payment toward their bar review course.
Find out why thousands of California law students are already
enrolled in our program.
Contact your Campus Representative or local BAR/BRI office
for more information.

"

YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES ARE:
Valerie Menager
Greg Faulkner Cecilia Perkins
Cliff Weber
Anthony Carr
Barbara Ehrlich

Kathy McGraw
5'84
Justin Pierce
5'84
5'84 - Larry"Turner
5'84
Julie Stamato
Barbara Ferris
5'85
5'86
Gail Betz

5'84
S'84
5'84
5'84
5'85
5'84-

Sandra Hernandez
Joan Fondell
Sindee Levin Susan Fox
William Holbrook
Stewart Neuville .
Mary Harris -

5'85
5'85
5'85
5'85
5'85
5'85
5'84

BAR REVIEW

11801 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Anaeles," California- 90064
(213) 477-2542

1323 Second Avenue
San Diego, California 92101
(619) 236-0623

352 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102
(415) 441-5600

